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Ground Layer Adaptive Optics
• Only attempts to correct Ground 

Layer turbulence, giving a wide 
corrected field, but lower fidelity 
correction (baseline - factor of 2 
smaller FWHM than natural 
seeing over GMOS size field).

• Adaptive Secondary Mirror
• GNAO LGSF (4x ~10W 589nm 

side launched LGS beams)

• (Upgraded?) P2WFS/OIWFS for 
NGS Tip-Tilt and slow focus.
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Adaptive Secondary Mirrors
The M2 becomes the DM. Essentially two vendors: Adoptica (Left), TNO (Right)
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Both use a thin facesheet mirror, deformed by force exerted 
by actuators on the back of the facesheet. The main 
differences in the characteristics of the mirrors results from 
the different technologies used for the actuators. Both have 
pros and cons...



Why GLAO with an ASM?

● Baseline factor of 2 improvement in image quality (eg 0.6” 
natural seeing becomes 0.3” in GLAO. Benefits both angular 
resolution, but also point source sensitivity, especially in the IR.

● No throughput or emissivity penalty, no AO bench.
● Doesn’t take up an instrument port and can feed any instrument 

port - really does become part of the telescope.
● Could envision a future where using GLAO becomes the default 

- just like tip-tilt guiding currently. Who doesn’t want better 
seeing? Caveat - need Lasers, so clear skies only.

● Initial results from User Survey and science case review shows 
very strong support with a wide range of science uses.
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2020/2021 GLAO Feasibility Study

● We considered GLAO in the original concepts for what 
became GEMMA/GNAO. It became apparent that there were 
large unknowns in both cost and feasibility.

● Descoped out of GEMMA/GNAO due to cost and uncertainty.
● Solution - carry out a feasibility study to figure out if we can 

even do this - and if so how, and estimate cost.
● With a positive feasibility study outcome, we are well placed 

to respond to subsequent funding opportunities.
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Challenges of GLAO on Gemini

• Can we procure a suitable ASM and mount it in place of the 
current M2?

• Need to maintain current tip-tilt, focus, etc functionality.
• Other operations challenges with ASMs.

• Where do we put the Wavefront Sensors?
• The A&G is very space constrained.

• Previous GLAO concepts involving a dichroic science fold turned out 
not to be viable due to difficulty in supporting a large transmissive 
science fold while keeping it sufficiently flat.
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Gemini Acquisition and Guiding Unit
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Beam Separation and M1 baffle
Purple: Optical axis
Green: Science beam at edge of 
GMOS field of view
Yellow: LGS light

Larger LGS asterism implies:
● For a given science field of 

view, Science and LGS beams 
spatially separate higher up in 
the A&G.
OR for a given beam 
separation point, a larger 
science field is available.

● LGS beam becomes (more) 
vignetted by M1 baffle
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Beam separation point
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Is the LGS vignetting a problem?
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6.8 arcmin off-axis, 7 arcmin off-axis, 8.2 arcmin off-axis,

In each pupil image at the LGS WFS, 
there will be a vignetted crescent where 
the sub-apertures are not illuminated.

The location of the vignetting in the pupil 
will be different for each LGS.

If the asterism radius is <= 6.8 arcmin, 
the vignetted areas don’t overlap, and 
every part of the pupil is measured be 3 
of the 4 LGS WFS.

If the asterism radius is > 6.8 arcmin, 
there are “divots” of the pupil where only 
2 of the 4 LGS WFS will have data.

Initial AO simulations suggest that 
GLAO performance impact is minimal 
if every point on the pupil has data 
from 3 WFS.

Pupil area covered by all 4 LGS WFS

Pupil area covered by only 3 LGSs 
(the “red” one is vignetted)

Pupil area covered by only 2 LGSs 
(the “red” and “greed” ones are vignetted)
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Initial AO simulation results
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Note - these simulations were intended 
only to test the effect of vignetting of the 
LGS WFS beam as previously 
discussed. 
There are certainly many other effects in 
the real system that will degrade the 
GLAO performance that were not 
modelled here - these results basically 
indicate an ideal GLAO system with the 
LGS WFS vignetting as discussed.

The general expectation of “Factor of 2 
better than natural seeing” is consistent 
with these simulations, especially in the 
visible.

At longer wavelengths, there will likely 
be a FWHM floor introduced by other 
effects in the system. At thermal 
wavelengths, it’s very encouraging that 
GLAO could be almost-as-good-as 
SCAO or MCAO, but with no emissivity 
penalty! 
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Beam separation point
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LGS WFS Feed Concept

● There happen to be holes in the A&G 
shell that lead to available space 
volumes in the mirror cell.

● Insert deployable LGS pickoff mirrors 
into the beam at the P1WFS level that 
direct the light through the holes into 
the mirror cell

● Locate LGS WFSs in the mirror cell.
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Concept Renderings
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Open questions: NGS WFS

We’re baselining P2WFS or OIWFS for the NGS Tip-Tilt and slow focus. Are they 
sufficiently fast and sensitive to give good sky coverage?
We haven’t done simulations to determine how fast we need to do NGS Tip-Tilt. This 
will tell us how bright the guide stars need to be.
The LGS pickoff mirrors will vignette the P2 and OI patrol fields somewhat, reducing 
the probability of a sufficiently bright star being accessible.
The LGS asterism (and thus pickoff mirrors) are fixed orientation relative to the 
telescope mount (ie the holes in the mirror cell) - they will rotate on the sky, so we will 
need to switch NGS guide stars as they move in and out of the vignetted region.
The observatory is investigating upgrades to P2 and OI anyway. It could be that these 
upgrades become prerequisites for GLAO. We just don’t know yet.
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Summary
We have found feasible solutions to the major challenges of 
implementing GLAO on Gemini. Some compromises are necessary, 
but do not significantly impact GLAO performance.
The concept we have supports all instrument ports, does not take up 
an instrument port, and incurs no throughput or emissivity penalty. It’s 
well integrated with with the telescope.
This is a pre conceptual design stage feasibility study though, many 
questions remain unanswered.
Continuation to Conceptual Design phase and beyond is not currently 
funded. The initial idea here was to be ready if a funding opportunity 
arises. We have a viable concept ready to go into conceptual design 
phase should the opportunity arise.
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